IBM Power Systems AI starter kit

A scalable foundation for AI success. The IBM AI Starter kit includes everything you need to start training models and discovering valuable insights.

Help reduce total cost of ownership

1. **Data training hardware**
   Find trends that matter

   2 IBM Power AC922 with
   - POWER9 CPU (20c)
   - 4 NVIDIA V100 GPU (32GB)
   - 512 GB Memory
   - 3.8TB Storage

   1 IBM Power LC922 with
   - 128 GB Memory
   - 7x10 TB Drives
   - NFS

2. **Advanced Insights software**
   Discover hidden opportunities

   **Watson Machine Learning Accelerator (WMLA)**

3. **One-on-one training**
   It’s not buy and goodbye

   **Five Units of IBM Systems Lab Services**

AI technology and open-source frameworks

- IBM
- Pytorch
- TensorFlow
- NVIDIA
- Caffe
- Red Hat
- Snap ML
- Keras
- Chainer

AI Infrastructure that scales from starter kit to supercomputer

- Fast time to results
- Increased resource utilization
- Simplified management solutions

To learn more about Power Systems for AI, please contact your IBM representative or IBM Business Partner, or visit the following website:

ibm.com/us-en/marketplace/power-systems-ac922